
SAMPaint 

The ADVANCED Art 
Package For The 

SAM Coupé and élite 

We could spend page upon page quoting 
{from Carol's review or listing the features 
Jof SAMPaint. 
[But the fact is, SAMPaint sells itself. It has| 

packages and more...! If you still need 
convincing, get in touch and we'll send you 
a Ust of the main features, 
"No other art package can be taken 
seriously after SAMPaint - ai 
Jan artist without it.” 

Lemmings 
Lemmings is an intriguing game in which 
you help hordes of otherwise-mindless} 
creatures - known as Walkers - escape} 
fantastic hostile environments. 
[Lemmings drop through a trapdoor onto 
leach screen and, as they're creatures of| 
very little brain, they need all the help they 
Jean get to survive the dangers that lic} 
within, 
To assist these cuddly, yet suicidally stupid 

limit in which to get a required percentage 
of the little perishers through each level. 

misplaced bridge could spell disaster for| 
levery Lemming on screen, 

Z2* 
Now Available - Oh No! More Lemmings. 
100 more levels to load into original game. 
Only £14.95 (or both discs together for £30) 

Both Programs Require Either A 
SAM Coupé or SAM élite With $12K Memory. 

For a full list of SAM Software available from 
FRED Publishing send an SAE to the address below. 

Send payment - 
FRED PUBLISHING 40, Roundybill, Monifieth, Dundee, DDS 4RZ. Tel 0382 535963 

with order to: 

Vol.8 N°5. 

OF. 
THE HOME OF Z80 COMPUTING 

January 1995. 

HELPS YOU BREATHE 
MORE EASILY! 

Whatever You Do In '95 
Never Be Without Your FORMAT 

£1.50 (UK R.R.P.) ISSN 0963-8598. 



B.G.SERVICES 
64, Roebuck Road, Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1JX, Tel: 081-287-4180. 

SPECTRUM PRODUCTS 
+2A MOD KIT Converts a black +2A into a genuine +2 with standard expansion por. 

This allows the PLUS D to operate properly. Includes replacement 
ROM, FIXER and full fitting instructions + manual updates. £15.50. 

THE FIXIT Converts the +3 and +2a expansion port so that some 48K add-ons will 
work. Single port version £9.50, double port version £10.50, 

VTXxs000 SPECIAL OFFER - V23 direct connect modem with viewdata software 
in ROM. Version for 48K or gray +2 (+2A/+3 users need FIXIT) - £10. 

PD TAPE 01 Comms software for VTXS000, VTX711 and RS232s. ONLY £1.50. 

Dr.SCROLL —_ Scrolling software for VTXS000. £4.00, 

MEMBRANES Spectrum 48K (rubber type) keyboard membranes. £6.00. 
Spectrum+ / 128K keyboard membranes £15.00. While Stocks Last 

43PDTAPE — +3 Utilities. Side | +3DOS. Side 2 CP/M files. £7.50. 

THE _RITMAN Four classic games on one DISCiPLE/PLUS D disc. Bear Bovver, 
COLLECTION Combat Zone, Cosmic Debris and Dimension Destructors. ONLY £5.00 

Also works with registered version of 280 Spectrum Emulator on IBM 
The Last Word A full featured word-processor for the Spectrum, Includes many unique 

** NEW ** features. Supplied on tape for easy conversion to disc, ONLY £9.50 

SAM PRODUCTS 
PRO-DOS LITE Allows you to run CP/M 2.2 programs on SAM, supplied with full 

manual on disc and over IMb PD software. Special Trial Offer £12 
CP/M MANUALS Genuine CP/M 2.2 DR Manuals £6.50 

= TURN YOUR PC INTO A SPECTRUM & 
280 - New version (V3.0) of the best Spectrum emulator for your IBM compatible. 
Full Registered version £20. (version without DISCiPLE/PLUS D emulation £75), 

Upgrades £10 (full) £5 (non-DISCiPLE/PLUD D) to registered users. 
‘Tape Interface, ready built, plugs into parallel port, £17.50 incl p&p. 

‘NEW - Mind Games disc for 280 users. - NEW 
Contains Rebelstar, Rebelstar II, Chaos, Nebula, Lasersquad and Booty. 

With instructions on disc, Need 280 to run (see above) Only £5. 

o ‘-INKING SERVICE © 
Star, Citizen and other standard fabric ribbons re-inked for £2 each | return postage. 

Please allow 2K days for delivery. All prices mclude UK postage and packing 
(Overseas customers please add £2 on modems; PRO*DOS and 1. CP/M, add L1 on all ther ems, 

leaye make cheques/postal wets payable 1 11.6 Services 
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NEWS 
‘There is still no news of a settlement 

in the long running Commodore 
liquidation fiasco. Despite promises as 
early as July last year, that a sell-off of 
Commodore's assets was just around the 
corner, Christmas has come and gone 
without a new owner being found. 
Although there has been stocks of 

Amiga 600 and 1200 machines in Europe 
during the last few months UK dealers 
have been unable to lay their hands on 
machines for the Christmas market. 
Surprisingly, most retailers would still 
like to see the Amiga return to the 
market . 

It now look certain that the 
Commodore empire will be split into 
several companies with the Amiga 
technology possibly going to one of the 
big Far East companies. 

CONSOL SALES SLUMP 

Early reports put 1994 sales of both 
Sega and Nintendo systems way down on 
previous years. Major discounting by 
high-street multiples in the last quarter 
of the year may have slowed the decline, 
but at the expense of smaller retailers. 

‘The new Consol formats like 3DO and 
Jaguar look set to splinter the market 
even more in 1995 so is the writing on 
the wall for the two giants of the 
market? Only time will tell 

AGOLDEN SOUVENIR: 

Fancy a real momento of the SAM 
Coupé? No, don't worry, SAM is still 
here, but there are only a limited 
number of special souvenir ASICs 
available from Fred Publishing. 
When SAM was nearing its launch 

there were just 40 prototype ASICs, 
hand-produced for Bruce Gordon by 
VLSI in the USA. Clearly identifiable 
because of their gold finish, they were 
made as a final test of the chips design 
and so that a few SAMs could be hand 
assembled for in-house testing and for 
release to eager developers. This one set 
of chips alone cost Miles Gordon 
‘Technology £50,000 and I can tell you 
(cos I was there) that the security 
involved in their shipping to Swansea 
was fantastic. 
Once production SAMs were produced 

most of these early machines were 
recalled and scrapped. But, luckily, most 
of these prototype ASICs survived. 
Now, Dundee based Fred Publishing, 

have secured all of the remaining chips 
and are giving people the chance to own 
part of SAM history. Professionally 
framed and mounted on a dark green 
backing, each comes a with a marble 
effect plaque which explains the use of 
the ASIC and is personally autographed 
by the man himself - the one and only - 
Bruce Gordon. The cost? Well I'm glad to 
say they won't cost us over a thousand 
pounds each, this slice of history can be 
yours for just £80 including postage and 
packing. Ring Fred on 01382-535963 to 
check availability before sending off your 
order, and hurry - stocks are, of course, 
very limited so this offer can never be 
repeated, 
My gold ASIC? Well that is still in one 

of only three prototype SAMs known to 
SMU A 
Credits:- 
URGENT we need your news. Anything you 
think other people should know about, Each item 
printed earns the contributor 3 months extra 
‘subseription (please claim when next renewing) 

A very happy 1995 to you all from 
Jenny, myself and all those who help 
produce FORMAT. May this year be a 
good one for all of you, 

It is always difficult to write the 
January editorial because it comes so 
soon after writing the December one. 
‘The hope is that this issue will be 
printed, packed up, and all ready to go 
out before Jenny deserts me for her 
Christmas holiday (not that it isn't one 
long holiday here at FORMAT Towers). 
So, just days after racking my brains to 
fill the December issue I've got to come 
up with something new and interesting 
for this issue. 

T've had several telephone calls 
recently about special cable making. As 
Mark Hall at Blue Alpha is not available 
at the moment to make up one-off cables 
we have arranged for a local company to 
produce things for us. If you need a cable 
for a specific monitor/printer/whatever, 
then send us details of the pin-outs for 
each end together with a stamped 
addressed envelope and we will get a 
quote for you. It is no good just saying it 
is a XYYQZ monitor with a 9 pin socket, 
we need the full details from the manual. 
Hopefully this service will keep things 
flowing until Mark is back on the scene. 
‘Now a couple of little printing errors, 

both affecting articles by Carol 
Brooksbank. In the November issue a 
couple of lines mysteriously appeared in 
her Something Colourful article. At the 
start of the listing on page 20 the first 
three lines should not have been there. 
We are not sure how these got into the 
listing but you will not be able to 
assemble the program while they are 
there, Next, in last months review of 
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SC_WORD pro a very large block of text 
got duplicated. It happened somewhere 
at Carol’s end as she copied the files onto 
a disc for me. Sorry for any problems 
these little errors may have caused and 
thanks to the readers who took the 
trouble to ring up and point them out. 
On the subject of articles, get writing. 

We need more articles (Spectrum, SAM 
or general computing) to help fill these 
pages, Even if you have never written an 
article for a magazine before, if you have 
an idea or a piece of knowledge you want 
to pass on, we will help you get into 
print. FORMAT needs YOU. 
Romantic Robot, the _illustrious 

purveyor of Spectrum hardware, are still 
selling off the last of their Multiface 
stocks, They have about 100 Multiface 
128s left and are making a really good 
New Year offer to FORMAT readers. 
Until stocks run out they are selling the 
MF128 at £19.95 with both Lifeguard 
and Genie at £5 each. But hurry, with 
these low level of stocks, you could be 
disappointed if you delay sending off 
your order. Romantic Robot can be 
contacted on 0181 200 8870 or you can 
send you orders to them at 54, 
Deanseroft Avenue, London, NW9 8EN. 

Right, that is all for now. I hope you 
have all recovered quickly from the 
Christmas festivities and are now back 
to using your computers without those 
constant interruptions from people 
wanting you to ‘eat, drink and be merry’. 
I'm now off to the printers so this issue 
can be packed up before the holiday, 
ready to go out during the first few days 
of the year, 

Until next month, 
Bob Brenchley, Editor in need of a rest, 



Quality Serious Software For Spectrum & SAM 

THE FRACTAL COLLECTION 
A fast fractal generator for the ZX Spectrum. Now you can explore the fascinating world of fractals with 
this machine code program. Up to 200 shades on screen gives clear, crisp fractal pictures which ean then 
bbe zoomed and expanded. Not just the Mandelbrot set but 18 different types can be made. Generates 
fractal music, you can hear the computer generate the fractal. Ready to use on dise for DISCIPLE /Plus D 
complete with ready-converted file for use with our SPECMAKER emulator out SAM. 
‘SPECALES ‘The Spectrum data fling program 
that never gets out of date. Specfilet holds a 
massive 28K of data and, by using compression 
makes it seem like much more. Free-format style 
‘means no complicated file design before you get 
warted, Very fast CASE selective and complex 
searches. Designed to be extended -s0 it grows as 
you do. Works with PLUS D, DISCIPLE or under 
‘SpecMaker on SAM. This program is a must for 
anyone with data to store. Special +3 version also 
available on 3” dise- add £2 to price shown below. 
SPECMANEA The simplest Spectrum emulator on 
tthe market for SAM. 1000s of 48K prograins work 
without the need for any conversion. Most other 
Programs need only minor changes. All the extra 
SAM keys work in Spectruin mode. Uses SAM's 
Printer port and up to 360K of SAM's memory as, 
4 RAMDISC. PLUS D, DISCIPLE and Opus dises* 
‘can be loaded into SPECMAKER and saved to 
SAM disc. Converts files between Messenger and 
SPECMAKER format to save valuable dise space. 
Comes with preconverted Spectrum ROM image 
(no need for Spectrum), Supplied on 314" dsc 
Reps Maint and Masi Base ts ws ps singh dns dics 

UNIDOS version 2 The advanced DOS from 
Steve Warr for the PLUS D and DISGPLE. Same 
DOS system file for BOTH interfaces. Random 
Access Files; Sub Directories, Hundreds of files 
‘on one dise; Hidden files; Protected files; Copy 
files of ANY length; incredibly versatile Sereen 
Dump routines; Error Trapping and MANY more 
features. Compatible with all Spectrums (42a/+3 
in 48K mode). Over 20 programs now included 
fon the disc. As used in the new DXI. 
Sate DISCIPLE oe PLUS Don order 
PE-SUITE From the sume author as SPECMAKER. 
Now you can transfer your IBM data files by 
reading and writing IBM dises (720K format) on 
your SAM Coupé. PCSUITE will even let you 
format IBM discs on your SAM. Write and edit 
‘SAM Basic programs on your PC. Use PCSUITE, 
to copy SAM data files to PC so you cat 
them on that high quality laser printer at 

ipplied on $4" disc, wh Thin is noua PC 

As used by Format Publications to 
transfer articles and programs for this mag. 

PRICES: 
‘The Fractal Collection £5.95 
Spectilo+ £12.95 
UNIDOS £25.95 
Createfile Manual £6.50 
‘SpecMal £12.95 
PC Suite £25.95 
File Convertor* £5.30 
Hacker's Workbench* £9.90 
* G0 program sll alae 

Please add £0.50 postage (£1.20 outside UK) 

Non Members INDUG Members| |{ Si [Spectrum Owners 
Don't forget to say if ordering] 
for PLUS D or DISCIPLE and 
state disc size - 314" or 514" (80 
track only). 
INDUG MEMBI 
Don't forget your membership] 

[number if claiming discount. 

S.D.Software, 
70, Rainhall Road, 

PACKAGE, 
tate version) and 

SHORT SPOT 
YOUR HINTS, TIPS AND PROGRAMMING IDEAS 

Happy New Year everyone. Here we 
are at the start of yet another year of 
Short Spots which i hope all you SAM 
and Spectrum enthusiasts out there are 
going to enjoy. I still need lots more of 
your snippets to fill these pages during 
1995 so get your fingers tapping on the 
keyboard and send them off (before you 
forget) to the address on page 18, 
We start the new year with Robert 

Brady of Evington, Leicester, he who 
wrote the ‘Pluralizer’ that we printed 
last month (I do hope you are all working 
on the little project I set you), Anyway, 
this month Robert provides us with a 
function. Robert mentions that he rather 
likes functions, because they don't need 
to be rewritten to take account of the 
variables you're using. There is a demo 
of its use in the listing, so you'll be all 
right. Oh, and it converts a numerical 
date into a full alphabetical one.’ Come 
on, now, just type in DayDate. Give it a 
whirl! 

10 PRINT FN ddates 
1000 DEF FN mon$(m)=("January" 

AND mel)+("February” AND m 
=2)+("March" AND m=3)+("Ap 
ril" AND m=4)+("May" AND m 
=5)+("June" AND m=6)+("Jul 
y" AND m=7)+("August" AND 
m=8)+("Sept" AND m=9)+("Oc 
tober" AND m=10)+("Nov" AN 
D mal1)+("Dec" AND me12)+( 
ember" AND m>8 AND m<>10) 

1010 DEF PN mn=VAL DATES (4 TO 5 

1020 DEF PH month$=FH mon$ (FN m 
n 

1030 DEF PW yrSepATES(7 70 ) 
1040 DEF FN year$="19"+EN yr$ 
1050 DEF FN atnrd$(d)=("st" AND 

Edited By:- John We 
(d=1 OR de21 OR d=31))+( 

nd" AND (d=2 OR d=22))+("r 
a” AND (de3 OR d=23)) 

1060 DEF PN th$(d)=PN stnrd$(d) 
+("th" AND FN stnrd$(d)="" 
) 

1070 DEF FN dt$=DATE$( TO 2) 
1080 DEF FN dat$=FN dt$+FN th$( 

VAL FN dt$) 
1090 DEF FN ddate$=FN namda$(PN 

dayno+FN alt-(7 AND FN da 
yno+FN alt>6))+" the "+™N 
dat$+" of "+FN month$+" "+ 

1100 

ues" AND a=2)+("Wedn 
D ae3)+("Thure" AND 
Pri* AND a=5)¢("Satur" AN 
D as6)+"day’ 

1110 DEF FN daynosIN 49391 BAND 
15 

1120 DEF FN dteS=FN dats+" “+FN 
month$+" "+FN year$ 

1130 DEF PN alt«0 
1140 REM If day is wrong then 

incre: value of FN alt 4 
n line 1130 by one, and ke 
ep going until you get the 
correct answer - I have n 

o idea why this is needed. 
Has anbody got a clue as 

to what the emeg is going 
on? 

Many thanks, Robert: send us a few 
more sometime, please. 
Next, a letter about the SAMBus 

power problems mentioned in the 
November issue, Cliff Jackson of 
Southampton writes that he has used a 
SAMBus continuously for some two 
years now, with a IMb RAMpack, a 
Comms interface and the SAMCo 
Hardware Development interface (built 
from their kit), more or less permanently 
connected with an Analogue to Digital 



convertor i/f and an RS233 line monitor 
plugged in occasionally in addition to any 
circuits connected to the /O ports of the 
HDK which provides +5V for their 
operation. An examination of the 
SAMBus circuit shows that a regulated 
5V supply is all that is needed, and Cliff 
mentions that he was able to buy one of 
the dreaded not-quiteSAM power 
supplies for under a fiver from 
Greenweld Electronics, While these are 
definitely not be recommended for SAM 
itself (and would invalidate any 
guarantee), modifying them for this 
purpose should prove no problem, as 
they have an internal regulated 5V at 
pin 1 of their 6-pin DIN plug. All you 
need is a short ‘Flying lead’ with a 6-pin 
DIN line socket at one end an d a 3.5mm 
jack plug at the other. Just one little 
problem: the hole in the side of the 
SAMBus is too small for the body of a 
standard 3.5mm jack plug to enter. 
‘There are two solutions: either file away 
part of the case as necessary, or have a 
look round for a'non-standard plug; those 
already moulded onto a lead are often 
‘small enough. 

‘The connections are very straight- 
forward with the central contact of the 
plug linking to pin 1 of the DIN socket 
and the outer (tubular) contact of the 
plug which normally connects to the 
braided screen of co-axial cable) linking 
to pin 3 of the socket, 
Just a final point. Some electronic 

chips resent having signals sent at them 
before they're powered up. So make sure 
the plugs from SAM (the proper power 
supply) and the SAMBus (the one you've 
modified) both go into the same switched 
socket. 
Many thanks, Cliff. 
Now to the prolific Roy Burford of 

Stourbridge, without whom few Short 
Spots are complete, and a piece for 
SpectrunVPLUS D users. Recently, so 
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Roy writes, he obtained a routine from 
Miles Kinloch. Aptly called DOSPEEK 
REM, its machine code was ingeniously 
hidden in a REM. Although the program 
was intriguing, it could only be passed on 
easily on storage medium, So Roy has, 
with Miles’ approval, winkled out the 
code, written it into a program and here 
itis, 

Tt works in 48 and in 128k Basic. The 
figure for the number of tracks, 1 and 2 
needs 128 subtracting from it. The 
program is set up for the +D with an 
offset of 8192 in line 190; change this to 
664 to suit the DISCIPLE. By changing 
the variables b and e, (inputs for these 
might well be a first enhancement) any 
range of POKE @ can be read. Roy 
assumes that the offset steps over the 
ROM; by removing it one can read its 
(fixed) values, too. 
DOSPEEK is here, folks, so just type it, 

in... 
1 REM Source - Miles Kinloch’ 

8 DOSPEEKREM subroutine whe 
xe m/c invisibly embedded i 
n REM 

2 REM Derived by B.C.R.Burfor 
d on 2X Spectrum+ 126K 0111 
94, 

60 IF PEEK 23412=219 AND PEEK 
23422=201 THEN GOTO 120 

80 FOR s=23412 TO 23422: READ 
d: POKE s,d: NEXT 8 

100 DATA 219, 231,042,118, 092,00 
6,000,078, 211,231,201 

120 PRINT "Plus D DOS Memory Co 
ntents"'* 

140 PRINT "POKE 
160 LET b=0: LET e. 
180 FOR a=b TO e 
190 RANDOMIZE a+8192: REM Store 

8 a+8192 in SEED 
210 PRINT " "ja," ";USR 23412: 

REM Loads SEED contents to 
get Valu 

230 NEXT a 

Many thanks, Roy. 
Next, we turn to SAM and Lee Willis. 

Heard that name before, somewhere. 
He's sent me five (yes, five) short 

"Value" 
" 

snippets, all for SAM, The first is 
palcycle, which Lee wrote after seeing 
the palette cycling programs in the 
September and June issues. These both 
make use of the PALETTE command, 
which is very user-friendly, but is also 
rather slow, because it can set only one 
colour at a time. Lee's program shows 
how you can use POKE MEM$ to cycle 
the colours quickly and smoothly. Just 
call the procedure (Lines 1000 onwards) 
like this: 

Cycle x,y,z x=First palette position 
ysLast palette position =Delay (60ths 
second) 
The lines up to 1000 are a little demo! 

10 RESTORE : MODE 4: CLS #: F 
OR x=0 TO 15: READ a: PALE 
‘TTE x,a: NEXT x 

20 FOR y=173 TO 0 STEP -1: PE 
N (y MOD 15)+1: PLOT 0,y: 
DRAW 250,0: NEXT y: OVER 0 

30 OVER 1: FOR r=80 70 0 STEP 
-1 

40 PEN (r MOD 15) +1 
50 CIRCLE 128,85,r 
60 NEXT r 
710 OVER 0 
Bo: 
90 Cycle 1,15,0 

999 DATA 0,11, 48,56,51,55,63,1 
15,123,115, 63,55, 51,56 
rt 

1000 DEF PROC Cycle Start, End,s 
peed 

1010 IF NOT speed THEN KEYIN "1 
: ELSE KEYIN "1050 pau 

1020 
1030 POKE 21976+etart, MEMS (2197 

6+atart+1 TO 21976+end) +CH 
R$ PEEK (21976+start) 

1040 POKE 21996, MEMS (21976 TO 2 
1991) 

1060 LOOP UNTIL INKEY$=" " 
1070 END PROC 

‘Timerloop is a little program Lee came 
up with to test the speed of Basic 
commands or routines. Just put the 

routine/command to be tested between 
lines 40 and 60, renumbering it as 
necessary, and run it, ‘The results show 

how long it takes for 100 executions of 
the routine. how many executions were 
completed each second, and how long it 
took for one loop. You can improve the 
accuracy by changing noloops in line 15 
toa higher value. 

10 DEF PN timer=(PEEK SVAR 63 
4)*65536+(DPEEK SVAR 632) 

15 LET noloops=100 
20 POKE SVAR 632,0,0,0 
30 FOR countloop=1 TO noloops 

50 LET qroot#SQR 1163 

10 NEXT countloop 
80 LET fifmFN timer 
90 MODE 3 

100 LET sefif DIV 50,m=s DIV 6 
0,hem DIV 60,m=m MOD 60,5= 
8 MOD 60,f=fif MOD 50 

110 PRINT "THE TOTAL TIME FOR 
";noloops;" LOOPS WAS : 
hj"h ";mj"m ";8;"8 "7£;"£. 

esec=noloops/ ((h*360 

forone DIV 50,m=e DI 
V 60,h=m DIV 60,mam MOD 60 
08 MOD 60,f=forone MOD 5 
0 

150 PRINT “THE TOTAL TIME FOR 
ONE LOOP WAS : “;hj"h ";m; 
“m “;e7"s ";£;"£." 

160 PRINT "THE NUMBER OF LOOPS 
PER SECOND WAS : ";persec 

Ellipse simply draws an ellipse. You 
don't often need to draw an ellipse, but 
when you do, the need can be quite 
pressing, so here goes... 

Ellipse x,y,w,s,a x=x-coordinate of 
centre yzy-coordinate of centre w=width 
of ellipse d=depth (height) 

There's a little demo built in, in case 
you don't follow Lee's explanation. 

10 MODE 4: CLS #: PEN 15 
20 PRINT AT 0,3;" ELLIPSE DEM 

L.WILLIS * 
30 128,86,50,25,40 
40 128,86,25,50,40 
50 INPUT "X-COORD of CENTRE : 
60 INPUT “Y-COORD of CENTRE : 



School work, leaflets, 
booklets, newsletters, labels, 
reports, adverts, brochures, 

diagrams, charts, study 
notes, college assignments, 
forms, technical books, 

How does 128K sound for storing your text, documents, graphics, 
‘enough to store all the pages in this Format f : 
maj pictures, mail shots, course 
‘Are you new to word-processing, cannot stand 
fiddling with control codes then this program work, handouts, logos, ’ 
is for you. posters, letterheads, notices, 
Mouse supported as well as the IMB for extra patch é 
‘enhancements. flyers, invoices, articles, 

ord precetr,cutputting in siadard'€4 or | | COfTespondences, tickets, 
greeting cards, pamphlets, 
menu/indexing cards, 
fanzine magazines. 

only top of 
ocessor to have built in f 

smooth, erisp and sharp, you won't see 
edges. 

Je in 11 proportional spaced sizes, in 
justifications. 

Text can be placed anyw! 
the mm, with various borders and paper colour 
toadd that extra professional touch. 

definable columo text using LPRINT. 
Special software for 24 pin printers gives high 
quality bubble jet 48 pin resolution, 
Special Micro. weave softwar 
banding on picture sereen dumps. 

eliminates 

‘SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS :- 
512K SAM, with a copy of MASTERDOS (Extra £12 for a copy) 
24 Pin Dot Matrix Printer or 360.dpi Bubble Jet Printer. 
IMB Ram and mouse recommended, but will work without. 

£29.99 
{On on Amiga you wousd hove to 
ay double Tot'@ sinlor progrom) 

Other Sam Coupe Utility software = 
£12.50 SC_ASSEMBLER Moc corte edn Atows you lo type mache code ogcns 
£15.00 SC_MONITOR pro (Ovoug mache code programs, TurBOMON inchided by Simon Owen. 
£24.00 (For the above 2 Utility's) 1 compete mace code pack. excetont valle for money. 

£12.50 SC_FILER 
£25.00 SC_DTP. 

Powerhd fot var detnchie O2% mache code Fling dolahose program 
(rsh Top eutaing for 90m peers reds MosterDos 

STEVES SOFTWARE rey 
7 NARROW CLOSE, HISTON, CAMBRIDGE, CB44xx. | ee, be, 

TEL 01223 235150 From 6pm-9pm MON-SAT, eyes 

Asa 
by having the width and depth the same 
and setting a to the number of sides! 

Finally, a little modification of Robert 
Brady's 
this procedure to search for procedure 

“iyo 
INPUT "WIDTH : "jw 
INPUT “Depth : "id 
INPUT “Accuracy : "jacc 
cis 
Ellipse xc,yc,w,d,acc 
DEF PROC Ellipse xc,yc,w,d 
ace 
LET acc=(2*PI)/acc 
PLOT xcew, yo 
FOR a=0 TO 2*PI STEP acc 
DRAW TO xc+((COS a)*w),-yo+ 
((SIN a) *d) 
NEXT a 
IF a-acc<(2*PI) 
LET a=(2*PI) 
DRAW TO xc+( (COS a)*w),yo+ 
((SIN a) *a) 
END IF 
END PROC 

bonus, it can also draw polygons 

Findit program (8/2). Lee used 

progray im, however, he had used the INV 
key on SAM to highlight the lines with 
DEFPROC in, so that they were easy to 
see. This, in turn, inserts bytes in the 
line before the DEFPROC code, which 

fools Robert Brady's program into 
ignoring the procedure altogether. The 
additions in ‘findit2’ (and it’s still pretty 

short) will show all, whether control 
codes are present or absent. 
50015 
$0042 

50044 

50046 
50048 

50049 
50050 

50090 

LET tex 
IF PEEK (t+4)=202 THEN GO 
10 Proc: ELSE IF PEEK (t+4 
)=234 THEN GO TO Lable 
IF PEEK (t+4)=200 THEN GO 
TO Func 
LET a=PEEK (t+4) 
IF a<24 THEN LET tet+1: GO 
‘To 50020 

LET soot 200 
LET 20ccmocxt , x20=xxx+DPEEK 
(exc) +4 

LET xx=5, xx$="" ,200xt 2000: 
IF xxx<>t THEN LET 200c=t 

names. When he had typed in the Turn to page 18. 

‘SAM PO Sa PEC OWA iat 
SOFIE LER N) AM PD nist 

id thirty disks In stock covering, Games, 
t, Screens, Films, Slidsho 

ware is listed b 
Mas ii mags, Uiys o Conplation 

on SCAL 

selecti 

Mil, 

PICs 

RAT Si 

Sia ita Bh g 
METROPOLIS SOFTWARE GAMES 2. 
Filaparick, LACUNA 

MIDGET SLIDESHOM, DISK 1 & 2. A 
assorted screens, 

screens from the PC, 

Rie ‘an arcade/| 
me 

are writen on SCADS, 

Any smtee ui amtup COLENE, ee ‘Both gamed are two player and writen 
NATURE SCENES, by Jack Bailey. This disk contains a 

ion of nature sc by lack Bailey. 
ction of 

The ELECTRIC KEYBOARD. A sellection of MIO! 
programs by P.J.Millamson 
THE PI  BLAG (BANZAI PICS 3). Screuns from Dan 

‘A selaction_of PC. Screens isk contains 
‘vary good. “Dark Forces” screens, 
‘US (BANZAI PICS 4). Another salacton of 

There some screens 
|ALAD ONE. Nine programs by Adrian Batts 

Tureo 
pees 
ang 

fF 
MODS DISK 10 & 11. Two more Mods disk with 
anya Amiga soundtracks converted to run 

id rena. F (ian. 
tickMan, Solar ‘A 70 ce Fens slariog Ft 

be gf GAMES &% STUFF" Su 
Aally 2. Snake, Strafer, ti-L0, 
PY Sim amt tcl 

en ineide Candseapen, 5 Star'Warss Cindy tant 

9 make 
fan AS SAE 
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SOPHISTRY 
Our new licenced game. Originally produced 

for the Spectrum by CRI, and now brilliantly 
converted for SAM, Sophistry is a game that is 
big, perplexing, colourful, frustrating, musical, 
bouncy, and above all DIFFERENT (and it 
even has the Spectrum version built in so you 
can take a trip down memory lane). 

£9-95 (£8-95 to INDUG members) 
PRINCE OF PERSIA 

The classic game of sword-fighting and 
adventure that has you racing to save the 
‘beautiful princess from her fate at the hands of 
the evil Vizier. Superb animation, hundreds of 
rooms to explore, a real challenge for any 
games player. Original priced at £14.95 now 
re-released by popular demand and at a price 
that no-one can miss, 

£9.95 (£8-95 to INDUG members) 

>THE SECRETARY - The most advanced 
word-processor for SAM, powerful, versatilo and 
easy to use, NEW Version 1.5 Available Now - 
‘Tho BEST just got better £14.95 (INOUG £12.95) 
+ ftrg users can upgrade to 1.5. Send orignal Bsc, wi a Jeque Yor £5 (overseas add PAP below) ts 
Updates, Co Format 34 Bowron Ra, Gloucester, GL4OLE™ 
>COMET 200 ASSEMBLER - The professional 
SAM assembler - a must for anyone starting with 
machine code - SPECIAL OFFER PRICE unti 
31/12/94 £19.95 normal price £29.95), 

DRIVER works with the SAM Mouse (no mouse 
should be without one) or Keyboard. It provides a 

erfce for SAM | full WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers) 
system that puts you in full control of your S 

Comes complete with many built-in utilities and ready to run applications, Full manual and a 
disc-based tutorial. DRIVER gives you the ease of use only found on big office computers 
before. So easy to use yet so powerful. Fantastic Value £29.95 (INDUG members £24.95) 
Special Offer -Buy DRiVER together with an Official West Coast Computer's SAM Mouse 
and SAVE £8. Our price ONLY £69.95 incl UK p&p. (INDUG members £64.95) 

NEW _- DRIVER EXTRAS, A set of extra a 
DRIVER. Incl: Digital Clock/Alarm (needs SAMBUS 
storage), Art-Grabber (cut & paste screen$), Paintbrush (art package - worth the money just for 
this), plus a special DRIVER game. Only £5.95 (INDUG price £4.95) 

‘WOP GAMMA 
© A Super-Fast "Boulder Dash’ game with 

FAST Full Screen Scrolling - 99 Levels all 
with super graphics and mega music, © 

£9-95 (£8-95 to INDUG members) 
LEGEND OF ESHAN 

A.game like none seen before on SAM. 
A. graphic game of strategy and adventure 

taking you into a vast world of demons and 
war-lords. This is nor an arcade game, this is 
not an adventure, this is something very 
special. 
Legend Of Eshan works with keyboard or 

joy-stick and is also fully Mouse“® compatible. 
Comes complete with comprehensive 
instructions and a map of the lands of Avinell. 

£14.95 (£12.95 to INDUG members) 

MORE NEW GAMES COMING SOON 

> CAMPION - THE SPREADSHEET, versions for 
both SAM and Spectrum (DISCIPLE or PLUS 0), 
Featuring over 70 built-in functions and ready made 
formula, this program is easy to use and yot 
powerful enough to many expensive PC 
Programs. A very comprehensive manual (over 80 
pages, with lots of examples) SAM version needs 
MasterDOS. SPECIAL OFFER PRICE until 
91/12/94 £19-95 [normal price £29.95} 
* Stain which computer version (SAM oF Spx) and dsc size 
eqs (3 oF 54"), 

M. 

ions to add even more features 10 
Salender, Cardfile (simple indexed data 

‘Al prices include UK postage and packing (Europe pease add 1, chor overseas please ack 2) + Payment by UK cheque ( made payable to Revelation Software). PO oF cash. Sony bul we cant accept orders by Ewo-cheque of Gio. Pease Outs NOVG entero Cea once fam dort 
[ Revelation F; soioaatts 

IF@ Revelation Software, P.O.Box 114, Exeter, Devon, EX4 1YY. 
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New Tricks For 

Revelation Software's The Secretary 
represented a major advance on 
anything that had previously been 
available for word-processing on the 
SAM. It did, however, have a number of 
frustrations, and from the operator's 
point of view I did not find it as good a: 
“Tasword 3! had been on the Spectrum 
(although a good deal better than the 
hastily put together SAM version of 
“Tasword 2’). 
Many of these irritations have been 

overcome in the new version 1.5 of The 
Secretary, and the fact of having a 
substantial BASIC program does allow 
for changes to suit the needs of the 
operator. 
With the original Secretary, I had 

added a number of routines in order to 
give me sub-directories when using 
MasterDOS, 1 found that without them 
the screen soon became clogged up with 
file names, and so I provided for nine 
named directories. Some of these, 
‘Letters, ‘Agendas & Minutes’, ‘Reports’ 
and ‘Orders of Service’ (in a Church 
office) are in constant use and allow both 
my Secretary (real flesh and blood one 
that is) and me to keep track of files 
easily. My modifications worked on my 
original SAM (two drive, 256K, ROM 
3.0), but when I bought my second SAM 
(Elite, one drive, 512K, ROM 3.1), the 
modifications caused corruption to the 
working screen. 

Fortunately, at almost exactly the 
same time as I bought my second SAM, 

By:- Rev. Tony Kinch. 

Revelation Software produced the new 
version of The Secretary which 
incorporated a number of the 
modifications which I had made to the 
original program, including the provision 
of sub-directories. These were, however, 
not quite to my requirements, because I 
need the fastest possible movement from 
‘one sub-directory to another, and I need 
the operation of the program to be as 
simple as possible for my secretary who 
does not have any knowledge of Basic. 
We do not need the full read-out of the 
directory, and found that it slowed up 
operation of the program as well as 
cluttering up the screen. I have therefore 
made some modifications and additions 

to the program as supplied in order to 
achieve the following:- 

1, The program defaults to the most 
widely used sub-directory rather than 
the root directory, although a very 
simple modification (described later) will 
make the root directory the default. 

2. Other sub-directories are selected 
from a directory menu in the same way 
as other menus, 

3. It is possible to transfer straight 
from one sub-directory to another 
without having to select the root 
directory first. 

4. With the use of the ‘X: EXIT/SAVE’ 
option in the store menu, the program 

automatically reverts to root directory in 
order to leave the program. 

5. If sub-directories are not present, an 
error-trapping routine creates the nine 
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sub-directories. 
6. The directory menu allows for 

sub-directories to be named, and for the 
name to be changed on demand. 

7. A procedure is introduced which 
ensures that the customization of the 
program is always saved in the root 
directory. 

It must be noted that these 
modifications require the use of 
MasterDOS. They will not work on 
SamDOS. They do, however, work on 
both my SAMs. 
The program is modified as follows:- 
Make a new working copy of The 

Secretary by following the ‘S: SAVE 
SECRETARY’ routine in the ‘MISC’ 
menu and the instructions in the 

manual. Put your original copy of The 
Secretary in a safe place and make sure 
that the modifications are only saved to 
your new working copy. 

Break into Basic by holding down ESC 
and pressing RETURN. 

Create the new routine ‘saveprog’ by 
entering the following line: 
10050 DEF PROC saveprog: DIR="/" 

+ SAVE OVER "Secretary" LIN 
£ 10: END PROC 

When SAVEing the program simply type 
in ‘savprog’ (without the inverted 
commas) and press RETURN. The 
program may be saved this way as often 
as required without any risk of its being 
saved into a sub-directory 
Change the line numbers of lines 10, 

15 & 20 to 20, 25 & 30 respectively and 
add two new lines 10 & 15, so that lines 
10 to 30 read as follows:= 

10 ON ERROR crdy 
15 LET cdy=1:ldy 
20 ON ERROR GOTO 9900 
25 DEFAULT mp=2+(8 AND PEEK 2 

3732>30) 
30 meonfig: CALL 82155 

If, on loading, the sub-directories are 

not present on the disc, they are created 
by the procedure ‘erdy’ (create directory). 
‘The current (default) directory is defined 
as ‘I’ and the names of the nine 
sub-directories are loaded by the 
procedure ‘Idy’. Any sub-directory can be 
defined as the default by altering the 
first statement of line 15. If the root 
directory is required as the default, line 
15 should read:- 
15 LET cdy=10:ldy 
Next, remove line 7500 which gives a 

full readout of the current directory, and 
alter lines 7505 and 7510 so that they 
read as follows:- 
‘7505 LET dy$="D"+STR$ dv+":\" 
7510 chdy: Let a$=STR$ dy: GOTO 

9610 
Line 7520 becomes redundant and is 

removed. This routine selects the sub- 
directory and establishes the name of the 
sub-directory which will be printed in the 
message box by line 9610. 

In order to prevent an error message if 
there is an attempt to EXIT The 
Secretary program whilst a sub- 
directory is in use, line 7620 is modified 
by an instruction to enter the Root 
directory (DIR= "/":) immediately before 
the command BOOT, so that the line 
reads as follows- 
7620 mes “EXIT THE SECRETARY - 

Save Text ¥/N/A ?":GET a$: 

DEVICE di: D 
ELSE IF a$=' 

THEN LET £t-NOT P! 
860: ELSE IF a$="a" OR ag= 
"A" THEN GOTO VAL "75": EL 
SE GOTO VAL"7620" 

Line 9610 is modified in order to give 
the directory name in the message box as 
follows:- 
9610 CLS 1: GOSUB wind: LET z=P 

EEK DVAR 17: POKE 97382, ST 
RS dv: IF PEEK (pra+30 ) T 
HEN LET dy$=(dy$ AND PEEK 
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DVAR 17)+("D"+STRG dv+":\" 
‘AND NOT PEEK DVAR 17): IP 
Z<>0 THEN LET dy$="D"+STR 

$ dv+ :"\"4STR$ z:mes "Cur 
rent Directory="+dy$+TRUNC 

dn$(z) : MENU 10: ELSE m 
eo “Root Directory": MENU 
20 

At the end of the existing Basic 
program, a number of new procedures 
are created in order to give effect to the 
modifications, The procedure to save the 
program at line 10050 has already been 
mentioned, 

Line 11000 gives the procedure erdy 
(create directories) as follows:- 
11000 DEF PROC crdy: DIM dn$(10, 

12): LET dn$(10)="Root": F 
© R dys1 70 9: OPEN DIR ST 
RS (dy): NEXT dy: END PROC 

The procedure to load the directory 
names and establish the default 
directory is created at line 11010:- 
11010 DEF PROC 1dy: DIR ="/": LO 

AD "dirname" DATA dn$(): I 
F c dy=10 THEN END PROC: E 
LSE LET dyscdy: DIR =STRS 
dy: END PROC 

Lines 11015 to 11065 create the 
procedure chdy (change directory) as 
follows:- 
11015 DEF PROC chdy 
11020 CLS: GO SUB wind: mes "cur 

+ space-chang 

This clears the screen, re-establishes the 
margin & labs ruler at the foot of the 
screen and gives the message in the 
message box. 
The remainder of the procedure 
ates the menu window and draws a 

box around it, prints the menu within 
the window, allows the up and down 
cursor keys to move around the menu, 
and provides for the appropriate 
directory to be selected, either by 
pressing RETURN for the directory 
indicated by the highlighted ¢ 

name, or by entering any directory 
number: in the same way as all the other 
menus. By pressing the space bar the 
procedure also allows for the highlighted 
directory name to be changed. 
11025 CSIZE + PEN 2: P LOT 

14: DRAW 126,0: DRAW 0,83: 
DRAW -126,0: DRAW 0,-83: 

WINDOW 0,16,9,19: PEN 7: F 
‘OR dy=1 TO 10: LET dn=dy: 
IF dnel0 THEN LET dn=0 

11030 PRINT AT dy,1; PAPER 1;" " 
jdn; TAB 4; dn$(dy): NEXT 
dy: LET dyscdy 

11035 PRINT AT dy,4; PAPER 2;dn$ 
(dy): GET zz$: IF zz$="0" 
THEN DIR =" /": LET dy= 10 
,Cdy=10: CSIZE cz,8: CLS 1 
+ END PROC 

11040 IF zz$=" “ THEN cdn: GOTO 
11035 

11045 IF CODE zz$>48 AND CODE zz 
$<5@ THEN DIR ="/": LET dy 
aVAL (zz$),c dysdy: DIR = 
STR$ dy: CSIZE cz,8: CLS 1 
+ END PROC 

11050 IF CODE 2z$=13 THE DIR ="/ 
“: CSIZE cz,8: CLS 1: LET 
cdysdy: IF dy<10 THEN D I 

R =STRS dy: END PROC: ELSE 
END PROC 

11055 IF CODE zz$ei1 THEN PRINT 
AT dy,4; PAPER 1; dn$ (dy) : 
LET dysdy-1: IF dy<] THEN 
LET dy=10 

11060 IF CODE zz$a10 THEN PRINT 
AT dy,4; PAPER 1; dn$(dy): 
LET dysdy+1: IF dy>10 THE 

N LET dy=1 
11065 GOTO 11035 

Finally, the procedure ‘edn’ (change 
directory name) allows for any directory 
name to be changed by use of the space 
bar in the change directory menu. Each 
time a new name is entered the file 
‘dirname’ is automatically saved to disc, 
11070 DEF PROC cdn: INPUT “enter 

name for this directory: 
"dns (ay) 

11075 DEVICE di: DIR ="/": SAVE 
OVER "dirname" DATA dn$(): 
END PROC 

I do hope readers will find these 
changes useful 
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The definitive database for the SAM Coupe ... 
is the personal filing system 

from the keyboard of Jack Gibbons (author of the best Banking programs in the world!) 

1000's of uses - can store anything - change it - sort « search extract - very easy 10 use - on screen 
help - scrolling summary displays with zoom, plus page up/page down, home/end, locate record - 
four print formats, summary, detail, label and mail merge ~ uses all available memory/disk space - 
massive data storage, over 1 MEGS - design/re-design screens any time - inbuilt totalling - field 
validation - table lookup/ validation - WYSIWYG screen and report design - add/change your file 
structure any time - automatically restructures your data - uses index and random access files® ~ 
password control - operates on any SAM Coupe, 1/2 drives, 256/512K, can use | MEG memory 
expansion* - RAM drives - SO page user manual - after sale support - auto-configures for 1/2 

drives, 256/512K RAM, SAMDOS, MasierDOS/MasterBASIC, 1 MEG - no need to edit program 

Send £19.95 (inclusive of p&p) specifying SAMDOS(512K) or MasterDOS/MasterBASIC 

Warning ... not having a personal banking system 
can seriously damage your health! 

If your finances are driving you mad, then we may have the answer to your 
problems. Over the last 13 years, the PBS has cured thousands of cases, resulting in 

very satisfied and sane clients. 
Keep track of your finances, spanning all Bank, Building Society and Credit Card accounts 
avoid expensive overdraft letters and bounced cheque charges - automatic posting of standing 
orders & direct debits for any frequency and for a set number of payments - extensive, flexible 
enquiries eg how much have you paid to the supermarket cach month - forward projections to 

‘enable you to plan how much money you have left to live on - detailed Bank statements, more up- 
controlled - on-screen limit monitoring +0 to-date than the ones from your Bank, etc - passwo 

‘you know immediately if you are going into the red - Bank reconciliation so you van check the 
ine Wron = witable for private, 

nd GL. 
Matement received from your Bank and see where they have 

‘club of small business - optional VAT facility - optional vategories for analysis. 
» 75 page user manual - after sale suy codes with on-screen lookup feature - on screen Ih 

Prices (SAM Coupe/Elite - all models): PBS - £19.95; PBS Budget module - £9.95; PBS 
Final Accounts (POA). Versions are available fur uther computers ex BBC, CPC, QL, PC. 
PBS I for the Spectrum (all models) on cassette, microdrive, PlusD/Disciple and Opus for £12, 

Hilton Computer Services Ltd. 3 Suffolk Drive, Guildford, Surrey, GU4 7FD. 

or phone 0483 578983 and pay on receipt of order. (requecs MatesDOS/MaserRASIC) 
ilable - seod SAK. foe detail Buy with confidence - over 12 yeary in business: other proalu 
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A NEW DRIVE 
FOR SAM 

SAM Drive Upgrade Kit Reviewed By:- Nev Young. 
When I was at the last Gloucester 

show I decided to get one of the new disc 
upgrades for my SAM Coupé as my 
master drive had started to play up a 
little. I already had a supply of standard 
34% inch drives so the interface kit was 
all I needed. I must point out that I do 
not normally take issue 1 of anything. I 
find it better to lot someone else find the 
mistakes in the book but on this 
occasion, well this was my experience. 

In the packet are: 1. a ten page set of 
instructions, 2. a pack of chips and 3. a 
pack of bits, 

1 must say that being many years since 
I undertook a ‘home construction kit’ I 
was delighted not to find anywhere the 

instructions ‘you will need a whatnot 
that can be obtained at your local 
whatnot dealer’ The kit is complete (OK, 
1 lie, you need about 18 inches of thin 
wire). All you need is a SAM, the kit, 
your own tools and séme time. At the 
request of that nice mister Brenchley, 
who did ask me to check out the kit and 
the instructions, (otherwise 1 wouldn't 
have written this would 1), I followed the 
instructions to the letter except when the 
letters were wrong. 

‘The instructions start at section 3, the 
first two being the intro and a tools 
required list. Section 3 is a list of what 
you should have. 
Now you get stuck in to the next 

section ‘How to rip your SAM apart 
without doing any damage’ This really is 
detailed right down to which screws to 

remove, how to avoid damage to the 
sticky out bits at the back and most 
important how not to shred the keyboard 
connectors. 

‘Then you get the bad news; Section 5 
‘Replacing the connector’ which begins 
‘This is the most difficult part of the 
whole project’. That man, he do not tell 
lies, Removing the connector amt 
replacing it with the new one is an 
absolute pig of a job. It took me a good 
hour to do it. Bearing in mind that, if you 
mess this bit up you could make a real 
mess of the drive two connector of the 
SAM, perhaps made me proceed with 
more caution that I would normally use, 
I feel confident to say I could do another 

in half the time, but I have no need to 
upgrade my other SAM (yet). 
Once more the instructions are clear 

and precise, even to the extent of 
recommending the method to use to 
remove the old connector. 

I took the decision to fit my new drive 
as drive 1, so I had to modify the SAM 
circuit board as described in the next 
part of the instructions. The words wei 
correct. The diagram was wrong with 
point C indicating the wrong through 
hole, but I understand that this was 
corrected before they started shipping 
kits to all but a few early customers. If 
you also decide to make this change then 
1 would recommend a change in 
procedure. To break the copper tracks, 
instead of using a knife to scrape the 
track away, I find that using a small 
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diameter drill with my fingers cuts a 
very neat little holes in the track and 
there is less chance of slipping and 
cutting a few dozen other tracks by 
mistake. (I think this is Sod’s law #437, 
You can cut and cut and cut at the track 
you want to break and it wont, but if you 
slip every track within two feet of the 
knife gets cut). 
OK, now the board is safely seated 

back in the base of SAM, So onto the 
next bit. To build the FDI (Floppy Dise 
Interface) board. There were a couple of 
typos in this section but none that would 
cause any problems. Fifteen minutes and 
it was built. 

I knew things were going too well. Now 
1 started to have problems and they were 
all my own fault. Serves me right for 
trying to be smart I suppose. You plug 
the FDI into SAM and plug the cable into 
your drive, It wouldn't go, When I looked 
at the cable, the connector for the drive 
was upside down with the key at the top. 
My drive wanted the key at the bottom. 
So being a smartie I disassembled the 
connector and put another one the right 
way up for my drive. BIG MISTAKE. I 
failed to notice that the cable did not go 
to pin one of the connector but to pin two 
so when I reassembled it I did it wrong. 
Result, nothing worked, long chats to 
Bob Brenchley, much concern about my 
SAM, (I think that one is Murphies law), 
When I finally got the cable and 
connector done right it worked. If I had 
just forced the connector onto my drive 
or filed the key off I wouldn't have given 
myself so much grief. 

1 am told that this will be pointed out 
with future kits [i¢ is, Bd.Jand you will 
even be able to get a cable with the key 
on the other side on request [you can, 
Ed.], Anyhow, I now have my lovely SAM 
working once more, All I have to do is 
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re-assemble it and put on the cover plate, 
T have to say the drive cable does make 
things rather fiddly to get back into 
place, but it can be done, and once it is 
all in place it does look as if it was meant 
to have been there from the start, 
Case back on, keyboard connected and 

back to work. Ignoring the time I wasted 
with the connector, just a little over two 
hours work, The instructions do say this 
is only for the experienced constructor 
and I have to agree with this, Building 
the FDI and connecting of the cables is a 
piece of cake, but the removal and 
replacement of the connector on the 
main SAM board is not recommended to 
anyone who has not done that kind of 
thing before, 

All in all I am very pleased with thekit 
and my new drive. 
From Page 11, 
50110 LET xxexx+l: IF PEEK (200+ 

Xx) <>CODE "i" AND PEEK (30x 
x42) <>13 THEN GO TO 50100 
: ELSE PRINT #stream;FN Dp 
2 (sxect) 7" DEPPROC “7 xx$: 
GO TO 50050 

50130 LET xx=5,xx$a"", xxxt xxx: 
IF xxxcot THEN LET xo0c=t 

50150 LET xxexxel: IF PEEK (xxx+ 
xx) <>CODE "=" THEN GO TO 5 
0135: ELSE PRINT #stream;F 
N dpk2 (xoxt) 7" DEP FN "7200 
$: GO TO 50050 

50170 LET xx=5, xx$0"", xxxt xxx: 
IF xxx<ot THEN LET xxx=t 

50190 LET xx=xxel: IP PEEK (xxx+ 
XX) <>13 AND PEEK (xxx+xx) < 
>CODE “:" THEN GO TO 50180 
: ELSE PRINT #stream;FN dp 
2 (xt) 7" LABEL ";xx$: GO 
TO 50050 

And that’s all for this month. Please 
send all your snippets for Short Spot to:- 

John Wase, 
Green Leys Cottage, 
Bishampton, Pershore, 
Wores, WR10 2LX. 

See you next month, 

A Personal View 
‘Maybe I'm old fashioned. I buy music 

on tapes, I have to stand up and walk 
before I can change the channel on the 
TV and I still use an 8 bit computer in 
the nineties. Please accept my apologies, 
my third sin is unforgivable. I try to 
disguise this fact by using a mouse, extra 
memory and an auto-boot ROM, but 
when it comes down to it, my SAM 
Coupé is only half a 16 bit, 
Thave seen and used some of the 16 & 

32 bit machines out on the market and 
as far as their performance goes, I can 
see why SAM owners are jealous, A 
number of SAM owners have been 
pleading for our computer to be up 
graded. They see it as the only way that 
the SAM can compete. A cute idea, but... 
West Coast should be concentrating on 

manufacturing and promoting, to restore 
the public faith in the SAM after both 
MGT's and SAMCOs demise. Right now, 
of all times, West Coast can't afford to be 
radically redesigning the machine. 

If West Coast did have lots of figures 
before the decimal point printed on their 
bank balance, then they might just 
launch a 16 bit SAM, but think of the 
consequences... 
The average 16 bit machine would 

probably cost around £300 and the price 
would be much higher if the machine 
wasn’t in mass production, this would 
mean that they would be ‘launching-a- 
new’ a vulnerable machine into a market 
which has been filled for years by the ST 
and Amiga. Remember the PC 200, it 

By:- David Spark. 

was compatible with loads of IBM 
software and came with 512k memory, a 
8Mz 8086 (16 bit) processor, a mouse and 
a neat looking keyboard, but it still 
flopped. Remember the revamped 
Amstrad CPC computer, the Amstrad 
games console, the Archimedes range 
and CDTV, none of these made it big, 
despite having larger than life specs. 

If a super SAM was released and 
became a monster hit the software 
publishers would produce programs for 
that machine, not OUR machine. The 
SAM Coupé would be killed off, then I 
would need another computer... 
What does worry me is that the SAM 

isn't being used to its full potential, this 
is clear judging by the amount of letters 

being published from people wanting 
SAM to be up graded. Look at the back of 
your SAM. You've got ports for MIDI, 
Joysticks, Mouse, Light Pen, and of 
cause the Euroconnector for external 
hardware. 

I just don't understand, SAM has the 
hardware, but not the software. The 
MIDI system on the ST helped it become 
popular, why can't the same happen to 
‘SAM. DRIVER has been launched as the 
GUI for the SAM, how much support will 
it receive? The SAM mouse has been out 
for a while now and there is only a small 
number of products available for it. 
Whereas the other ports on the SAM 
have some support, the Light Pen port 
has nothing. Over three years and no one 
has released anything to make use of it, 
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Imagine how quick it would be to select 
the icons on DRIVER, imagine how easy 
it would be to use it on Flash! or 
SAMPaint and just imagine what your 
ST mates would say if you could use it to 
‘click’ little Lemmings! 

Its up to the software companies in the 
SAM world to write software that makes 
use of existing hardware. And of cause 
its at this point that software companies 
say: ‘Not enough units sold’ or ‘there's no 
demand’ and there's no demand because 
there's no software. I have come to 
expect this attitude from the large 
software companies, but from SAM 
companies? 
Would it really cost so much to enable 

software under development to use the 
1Mb memory and the SAM Mouse. 
Games could become so much more 
playable if a mouse was used, those who 
have tried dribbling the ball in Future 
Ball will know that keyboard isn’t the 
best solution... 
As far West Coast Computers are 

concerned, they need to promote 

everything that SAM has to offer. That 
means pushing the SAM as a real 
computer, not just a Spectrum 
compatible. They need to rase 
awareness, so people will realise that the 
SAM is still going, despite the economic 
gloom that effected all the UK 
manufactures. Maybe all of this would be 
an easier job if the SAM had better 
specifications, but computers like the 
Atari Falcon, the Commodore A1200 and 
the 486 PC didn't just appear from 
nowhere. They were developed from 
older products and the capital and brand 
loyalty were found from their previously 
released 8 bit machines. And as for the 
SAMs specifications, it was only a few 
years ago that Bruce Gordon won the 
European Computer Leisure Industries 
award for ‘Hardware Innovation’ for his 
work on the SAM Coupé... 
Editor's note; ems giving a personal viewpoint 
like this are always welcome. Come on readers, 
there must be more of you out there who have 
something you want to say to other readers. 

DSON & CO 
(GEC) 

QL & SPECTRUM PRICES REDUCED 
QL £85 SPECTRUM +2 & +2A £70 SP+3 £80 

FOR SPECTRUMs AND 
2 MICRODRIVE EXPANSION KIT 3 

tae micoain & ena {Seema 8 at 4 aig 
(Ns shove we) ors meron toss 

KEYBOARD MEMBRANES NOW AVAILABLE 

esa weston cai. carps at e700 

128 £12 EACH. 
3 MICRODRIVE CARTRIDGES > 

rae Bon wth pacar, foe rn ipegra cave retain) wats $80 
NEW MICROORIVES.__.£2498 - 2 for £40 (wi conc) 

2 SPECTRUM POWER SUPPLIES > 
SPECTRUM PLUS AND PLUS 2 £9.99 eaictandicien mata BLACK PLUS 2 AND PLUS 3 £12.25 

(QTY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE) 

OF UNIVERSAL 35° DISC DRIVE FOR MICROS > 
Via SS vencnen toot sre ts Caan"wh hil atrcton 

pau Outside UK #3 E15. Ober tema £5. CMO. oF Ma kceose 
ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY ‘Tolophoneax! 0494 8671319 
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pus 
My PLUS D directory changer 

program uses the information stored in 
the first thirteen bytes of the actual 
program file, as well as the directory. 
You can hide a file, or recover it, and 

change its name, when Total Recall was 
published in FORMAT, several years 
ago it helped me expand my checking 
routine’s. As I use BetaDOS, I'm not sure 
what changes would be needed to make 
the program work on G(+)DOS or 
Uni-DOS. 

I also include a SAM version of 
directory changer, which is useful but a 
simpler version, I think readers should 
have some fun improving this to make 
more use of SAM’s excellent Basic. 

Listing 1. The BetaDOS Version, 
10 REM VERSION 2.3 
20 REM DIRECTORY CHANGER 
25 CLS ; PRINT AT VAL "10", INT 

;"PLUS D DIRECTORY CHANG 
EI 

30 INPUT " Enter Number Files( 
Max 110) "jw 

35 IF w>VAL "110" THEN GOTO VA Lb »30° 
40 LET ceSGN PI: LET j=VAL "25 

7144"+ (w#VAL "256") 
w-(INT (w/VAL "2"))*VAL 
NOT PI THEN LET weINT ( 

w/VAL "2"): GOTO VAL "70" 
60 LET weINT (w/VAL "2")+5GN P 

I 
70 PRINT AT VAL "10",VAL "3";" 

Press Any key to Start ": 
PAUSE NOT PI 

80 LOAD @SGN PI,NOT PI,SGN PI, 
VAL "26000", 

90 FOR keVAL "26000" TO j STEP 
VAL "256" 

50 
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100 

110 
120 

130 
140 
150 
160 

165 

170 

180 
190 

200 

210 

220 
230 

240 
250 
260 

270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 

360 

370 

DIRECTORY 

CHANGER: 
By:- Alan Cridland, 

IF PEEK k=NOT PI THEN GOTO 
VAL "240" 
REM print directory n. 
CLS : PRINT PAPER SGN PI; P 
EN VAL "7"; AT INT PI,NOT P 
Tens 4 
FOR p=SGN PI TO VAL "10" 
PRINT CHR$ PEEK (k+p)7 
NEXT p 
PRINT “ FILE TYPE “;PEEK k' 

FOR gaVAL "211" TO VAL "219 
": PRINT PEEK (keg);" "7: N 
EXT g: PAUSE VAL "50" 
PRINT AT VAL "10",NOT PI; "T 
© Change Program Type Press 

To Hide Program P 
HO"'''" Any Other Key 

For No Change ?" 
PAUSE NOT PI 
IF INKEY$="h" OR INKEYS="H" 
THEN PORE k, 126 

IF INKEY$="c" OR INKEY$="C" 
‘THEN GOSUB VAL "350" 

PRINT #SGN PI; "Change Progr 
am Name ( Yeo/No ) ?" 
PAUSE NOT PI 
IF INKEY$="y" OR INKEYS="¥" 
‘THEN GOSUB VAL "280" 

LET c=c+SGN PI 
NEXT k 
SAVE @SGN PI,NOT PI,SGN PI, 
VAL "26000",w: CAT SGN PI 
STOP 
REM change program name 
DIM a$(10) 
INPUT "Enter New Name";a$ 
FOR 1=SGN PI TO VAL "10" 
POKE k+l, CODE a$(1) 
NEXT 1 
RETURN 
LET o=NOT PI: LET 
13": LET eek+VAL 
£t=PEEK (k+VAL "211" 
LET hb=PEEK (k+VAL "210"): 
IP hbsVAL "255" THEN LET hb 
=NOT PI 
LET ousVAL "256"*PEEK (k+VA 
L"11")+PEEK (k+VAL "12") 



380 

390 

400 

410 

415 

420 

425 

430 
440 

450 

460 

470 

480 

490 

500 

520 

530 

540 
9999 CLEAR : SAVE d*"CHANGER" L 

Listing 2. The SAM Version, 
10 REM SAM DIRECTORY CHANGER 

LET f£1=PEEK (k+VAL "212")+V 
AL "256"*PEEK (k+VAL "213") 
+VAL "65536"*hb 
IF ft=NOT PI AND su=VAL "97 
"THEN PORE k,VAL "5": RETU 
RN 
IF ft=NOT PI AND oueVAL "25 
8” THEN POKE k, VAL "9": RET 
URN 
LOAD @SGN PI, PEEK t, PEEK 5, 
‘VAL "64201 
FOR usVAL "64200" 70 VAL "6 
4208": LET omo+PEEK u: NEXT 
u 

IF o=NOT PI THEN PRINT ''* 
No File Name Only !": POKE 
k, VAL "8": RETURN 

FOR g=64200 T0 64208: PRINT 
PEEK g;" ";: NEXT g 

LET x=PEEK VAL "64200" 
IF x=NOT PI AND PEEK VAL "6 
4203"=VAL "203" AND PEEK VA 
L "64206"=VAL "92" THEN POK 
= k,SGN PI: RETURN 
IF xsSGN PI THEN POKE k,VAL 
"2": RETURN 

IF xeVAL "2" THEN PORE k,IN 
‘T PI: RETURN 
IF xeINT PI AND PEEK VAL “6 
4203"=NOT PI AND PEEK VAL * 
64204"=VAL "64" AND PEEK VA 
L "64205"=NOT PI AND PEEK V 
AL "64206"=VAL "27" THEN FO 
KE k,VAL "7": RETURN 
IF x=INT PI THEN POKE k,VAL 
"4": RETURN 

IF ftwNOT PI AND PEEK (k+VA 
L "214")eNOT PI AND PEEK (k 
#VAL _"215")sNOT PI AND £1>N 
OT PI THEN POKE k,VAL "10": 
RETURN 

IF ft=NOT PI AND su=SGN PI 
‘THEN POKE k, VAL "11": RETOUR 
N 
IF fteNOT PI AND PEEK (k+VA 
L "218")=NOT PI AND PEEK (k 
+VAL_"219")=NOT PI AND £1>N 
OT PI THEN POKE k,VAL "10" 
RETURN 

IF fteNOT PI AND ou: 
" THEN POKE k, VAL * 
RN 
POKE k,VAL "8": RETURN 

AL "2 
RETO 

INE VAL "20" 
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20 
30 

40 

50 
60 
70 
80 

90 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 

150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 

230 
240 

250 

260 
270 

280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 

440 
450 
460 

9999 

REM VERSION 2. 
CLS #: LET he: LET wl: L 
ET z=10 
INPUT “Enter No. of Files 
on Disc! 
LET veb-(INT (b/20))*20 
LET b *INT (b/20) 
IF ve0 THEN LET beb-1 
LET veINT (v/2)+¢v-(INT (v/ 
2)*2) 
CLS : PRINT AT 10,4;"Press 
Any key to Start": PAUSE 

) 
FOR h=0 70 b 
IF heb THEN LET zev 
FOR inl 10 z 
READ AT 1,h,4,30000 
FOR k=30000 70 30256 STEP 
256 
IF PEEK k=0 THEN GOTO 280 
REM print directory n. 
CLS : PRINT c)"/ ") 
FOR p=1 TO 10 
PRINT CHR$ PEEK (k+p); 
NEXT p 
PRINT " FILE TYPE “;PEEK k 
PRINT AT 8,0;"To Change Pr 

PAUSE 0 
IF INKEY$="c" OR INKEY$="C 
“THEN GOSUB 420 
PRINT #1; "Change Program N 
ame ( Yes/No ) ?" 
PAUSE 0 
IF INKEY$="y" OR INKEY$="Y 
" THEN GOSUB 350 
LET csc¢1. 
NEXT k 
WRITE AT 1,h,i,30000 
NEXT i 
NEXT h 
DIR 1 
STOP 
REM change program name 
DIM a$(10) 
INPUT "Enter New Name"; a$ 
FOR 1=1 TO 10 
POKE k+1, CODE a$(1) 
NEXT 1 
RETURN 
LET teke13: LET sak+14 
READ AT 1,PEEK t, PEEK 8,50 
000 
LET x=PEEK 50000 
POKE k,x 
RETURN 
SAVE "d1:CHANGER" LINE 20 

ZOO T ® (rime) Bottic 
Oh boy! My head hurts, that party last 

night was a real hum-dinger. Still, back 
to work today I suppose. Now what's in 
the diary for today? Let’ see... 
JANUARY 1" 2001. Oh yes, I've got 

that article to write for FORMAT. Now 

what can I possible put in this months 
issue... 
Now that’s an idea, Just been watching 

‘TriTV Channel 3651 and caught their 

review of the 20 Century. So, as this is 
the first day of the new century - and I 
can't think of technical matters in my 

befuddled state - I think I'll take the easy 
way out and write them a short history 
of The Format Years. 

Where to start, that is the question (at 
least, that is the question The Bard of 
Avon should have had one of his 
characters ask - much more important 
than ‘2B OR NOT 2B’, always thought 

that was a bloody stupid bit of program 
logic). 

Right, you all know that Format 
Publications is one of the biggest multi- 

national publishing and computer 
conglomerates the world has ever 
known. But have you ever stopped to 
wonder how it got so big? Well it all 
really started to happen way back in ’95. 
‘The second Computer Revolution was 
just starting - people had got wise to the 
con of high priced NinSaga games and 
were looking round for something a little 
more ‘in keeping’ with the financial 
climate of the post Thatcher years. 
Suddenly Lord Sinclair of Cambridge 

By:- Matrio D'Forest. 

(then just simply Uncle Sir Clive - or was 
it Sir Uncle Clive - oh forget it before we 
get too distracted) announced the ZX95. 
‘A cheap computer (£39.99) with 48K of 
memory, nice small rubber keys, colour 
graphics and a nice industry standard 
edge connector for expansion. 
You should have seen the mags 

fighting to get a review machine, 
Personal Computer World beat the 
others, but then they always did with 
Sinclair's babies. 
Anyway, the first reviews appeared. 

“Every home should have one” they sai 
“even if your house number is 
twenty-two” and the stampede was o1 
FORMAT reviewed the machine in its 

May issue and, with great insight I may 
add, pointed out. that not only was the 
machine Spectrum compatible - IT WAS 
A 48K SPECTRUM. 
OK, so all the chips had been wiped 

clean - s0 those other poor mags hadn't 
even guessed that there was a mere Z80 

inside, but FORMAT knew better and 

hastily started announcing the launch of 
NEW ZX95 SOFTWARE and added 2X95 
INSIDE to the front page of the next 

issue. 

W.H.Smiths took 15,000 copies of that 

first ZX95 issue of FORMAT, by the 
September issue the print run was over 
120,000 copies. 

As the first ZX95 software house 

Format Publications had big problems, 
the police actually tried to shut them 
down after the four day long riots in 
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Gloucester following the release of pre- 
Christmas titles in October 1995, But 
production improved and they never 
looked back. 
Of course the relaunch of the SAM in 

1996 as the SAMSON made things even 
better. West Coast Computers pulled the 
same trick as Sinclair and just never let 
on what was ‘under the bonnet’ so to 
speak. Sales climbed higher each month. 
Programming became the in-thing. 

Teenage Turtles and Power Rangers had 
nothing to offer against MasterBasic. 
Machine Code wiped the floor with Bart 
Simpson [an ancient cartoon character 
with a serious attitude problem - if 
you're to young to remember him). 

By the end of 1996 Format 
Publications had won a Queen’s Award 
for Exports, just about every prize and 
award that magazines can get - including 
the Nobel Prize for Literature (although 
that was more for their tax returns than 
the mag itself) and the Government even 
organized a special New Year Honours 
list to make Format’s big white chief a 
lord at the same time as Uncle Clive gets 
his reward, Two computer Lords at one 
go - real recognition for the industry. 

All was not plain sailing I hasten to 
add. The stories in the News Of The 
World, linking Lord Bob with a local 
computer club for under privileged (but 
over endowed) teenage girls, were never 
proven. Nor were the claims of several 
women that he had fathered their love 
children. “He wouldn’t have the energy” 
was the only comment his wife gave 
reporters. 
And so the company grew. Offices were 

opened in several major UK towns 
(including Much Binding In The Marsh 
and Milton Keynes) and in many 
overseas capitals as well. The world was 
beating a path to FORMAT 's door. 

The rest you probably know already. 

But I have a little space left so I might as 
well give you a run-down. 
1995 
Apr 2X95 Launched. 
May First Review in FORMAT. 
Jun Format Publications launch 

ZX95Soft. 
Oct Riots in Gloucester over new 

games shortage. 

Feb SAMSON Launched. 
May 2X95 sales top Imillion, 
Sep Major TV campaign for ZX95. 
Oct SAMSON adopted as official 

computer by NATO. 

Dec Peerages announced. 

Mar Format/Sinclair merger. 
Apr Format/West Coast merger. 
May Format takes over Apple. 

Feb Format launch new TV station. 
May Format TV/BBC merge. 
Sep New ZX98 computer. 10 Giga- 

bytes of memory, 1024 million 
colours, all for £99.99, 

Jun Lord Bob gives 100,000 ZX95s to 
UN to help third world kids learn 
programming. 

Oct UN orders all non Z80 based 
computers scrapped, 

2000 
dan Format takes over ailing IBM, 

What the future has to bring is 
anyones guess. But I will lay odds that 
the first publishing company to establish 
office on Mars will have the initials FP. 
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YOouR 
LETTERS 

Dear Editor, 
As a Spectrum, and now SAM user, I 

really enjoy my hobby of trying to 
develop more and more complex routines 
to handle the adminstration of my 
business and social affairs on my 
computer. With the introduction of 
FORMAT Magazine, which I read 
avidly, and with MasterDOS and Master- 
Basic, it really is quite marvellous what 
we can now do on a ‘home’ computer. 
A few years ago, I had brief access to 

an old 8086, which I used for word 
processing, but little else, because I did 
not like the GW Basic. The one 
advantage, however, of this very old unit 
was the monitor, providing a very clear 
image of all characters and hackground 
My SAM was being served by a normal 
14" colour TV, and there was really no 
comparison, Black and white settings 
were OK, but as soon as I wanted any 
colour combinations, print became quite 
difficult to see, with ghosting and 
shadows, and a kind of false-movement 
on the display. But, I struggled on! 
A recent advert in FORMAT from JRC 

Computer ‘Repairs, set me to thinking 
about obtaining a monitor for the SAM, 
and as I was intent upon visiting the 
show in Gloucester in October, I hoped to 
be able to see a unit working. Although 
John Critchley had several monitors 
with him, there were none connected to a 
SAM, so doubts lingered. 

‘The unit that interested me most was 

the MicroVitec Cub 452, but there was 
no connecting cable to test it. However, I 
accepted John’s assurances and his offer 
to fix me up with a cable, if I could let 

him have a layout of the SCART socket 
on the SAM. Over to the FORMAT stand 
to borrow the Technical Manual, 

ribbled down the connections on a 
scrap of paper and back to John 
Critchley. No problem, he said, so I 
bought the monitor and a day of two 
later the cable duly arrived 
The result is unbelievable. No flicker, 

perfectly clear characters. and 
background, and so good that I acquired 
another similar CUB to go on a second 
unit. Wonderful! 
However, I soon discovered that the 

screen does not display all the possible 
colour combinations on SAM's palette, 
and I imagine that it is only showing the 
primary and secondary colours and not 
the shades of grey. The technical manual 
shows a connection for Bright TTL, but 
connecting it to the one remaining lead 
of the six coming through from the DIN 
plug makes no difference. 
Can you help, or can any of your 

readers, who have been faced with, and 
have solved, this particular problem? 
From my own point of view the loss of 
those colours is not that important, but I 
am sure it would be unacceptable to 
anyone trying to use commercial 
software on such a monitor. 

Yours sincerely, David Joyce. 
Anyone help David? We will pass on 

any letters, Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
T hope you don’t mind me putting pen 

to paper yet again, but you asked in the 
most recent FORMAT if people were 
frustrated with the SAM's graphic 
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capabilities and although my own 
programming (and artistic) skills haven't 
given ME cause to complain about the 
SAM’s weaknesses yet, my own 
weakness in these areas are still my 
greatest handicap, I have noted a 
growing trend of dissatisfaction with this 
machine, I think this is a shame, because 
it’s not as if programmers have explored 
‘the SAM’s capabilities in anything like 
the depth those of the Spectrum were 
explored. 

I know that there are those very clever 
programmers whose sole purpose in life 
seems to be to push a machine to it's 
limits by writing those amazing ‘DEMOs’ 
and I applaud their skill, but at the end 
of the day a five minute showcase of 
technical programming ability is not 
what makes a good program (what would 
have happened if something like 
Windows had just been a clever demo). 1 
understand that they want faster this 
and more colours that but it's no good 
complaining that a machine won't run 
their latest brain-storm of a 57-way 
multilingual scroller over a 2 billion 
colour display of rotating giraffes 
because beyond a user saying “golly what 
a jolly clever programmer” what's the 
point. But then perhaps that IS the 
whole point... 

T've heard the argument that their skill 
is in showing just what a machine is 
capable of, but it's a false message 
because as we all know from the 
interlace graphics effect used on a 
Spectrum, you can use the machine to 
create the illusion of far more colours 
than it's supposed to be capable of, but it 
takes all the power it has just to do that - 
80 where's the practical application? 
Demos should be _ practical 

demonstrations of useful things that the 
machine's capable of (after all, who 
wants to know that a car is capable of 
250 miles per hour on the straight at 
Brands Hatch if, in order to achieve that, 
everything not needed - steering and so 

on - have been removed to make it 
possible. This does not give us a true 
impression of what the car is really 
capable of, does it?) 

Tve begun hearing about a new 
hardware project called the MiDGET 
(which you alluded to in the last 
FORMAT and which was _ being 
discussed at the last show) and have 
been collecting all the information I 
could gather (on the basis of curiosity, 
you understand). 
From what I can find out it seems that 

this thing is a clever add-on which will 
use a host computer as the User 
Interface, (disc drives & keyboard) but 
otherwise does it’s own thing in terms of 
processing and (apparently amazing) 
graphics. 

This is being heralded by some people 
as the apparent saviour of the 8-bit 
world and it all sounds very impressive. 

T can appreciate the wonderful options 
this would offer to owners of 8-bit 
machines, particularly as it seems it can 
be used with just about any machine, but 
I don't think it is the answer to anyone's 
idea of unsatisfactory SAM graphics. 

If people are REALLY dissatisfied with 
the SAM, personally I'd prefer to see 
something that will enhance the SAM, 
not something that uses the SAM as a 
keyboard for what sounds suspiciously 
like a console (especially given the very 
console-like price of £150 that is being 
quoted). 

Not, you understand, that I think there 
is anything wrong with consoles - they 
have their place - and I, like many 
others, have idly looked at them because 
of their fast scrolling gamesplay, but are 
games written especially for the 
MIDGET likely to compete with those 
written for the existing consoles and are 
they likely to be much cheaper than 
those written for the NINSEGAs? 

I think it would be a shame if those 
who are frustrated with the SAM don't 
make the very best of it’s strengths 
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rather than build a plug-in computer 
that bypasses the heart of the SAM, 
together with what they consider to be 
it's weaknesses. They might just as well 
have bought an Amiga (while they can) 
or the latest IBM clone that'll be out of 
date in no time at all, 

Surely the skill of a good programmer 
is in finding the machine that he or she 
wants to work on and, accepting that 
that machine will have it’s limitations, 
making the best use of it’s strengths (and 
weaknesses) to produce software that 
people will want to buy? 

‘The MiDGET sounds like a fascinating 
project and I wish those working on it 
well, and if it comes out and is useful 
and not too expensive I may well save up 
for one, but I'd much rather have true 
SAM related hardware so that I don’t 
have to start learning to program yet 
another machine in whatever form of 
BASIC it uses (and own yet another 
machine that I can't program in Machine 
Code yet...). 
Sorry to dump all that in your 

direction folks but you did ask! 
Please feel free to prin/not print/ 

edit/delete/deny responsibility for any of 
the above, as you see fit, I just wanted to 
express my thoughts on this subject as 
there may be others who feel the same 
way, 
‘Thanks for the latest FORMAT by the 

way, it sounds trite, but I really DO look 
forward to it every month, I'm still trying 
to track down the Midi Sequencer, I 
wrote to Tim Humphries, but I've had no 
reply yet - fingers crossed. 

All the best. 
Yours Sincerely, Matthew Gallagher. 

Dear Editor, 
Re: SAM Coupé Keyboard. 
I tried a full clean under the keyboard 

using Tandy’s degreaser. As you can see - 
it made no difference. I therefore enclose 
a cheque for a new keyboard at £12.95. 
Martyn isn't too concerned, the offending 

keys don't figure in any of his games! 
Iam sorry to read of Marks’ troubles 

and wish him a speedy and full recovery. 
Having retired, I wish I still lived in 
Newport as I would liked to have offered 
some help, especially during the 
pre-Christmas rush. Please contact me if 
there is anything I can do from this 
remote part of England. 

Yours Sincerely, G.R.Smith. 
Many thanks for your kind offer of help 

and for your good wishes for Mark. 
Dear Editor, 
Tm writing this letter to get some 

information about the _ interface 
‘SAMBUS’. ['d also like to know what 
plans West Coast has for SAM interfaces 
in the future. 

1. Is ‘SAMBUS' completely out of 
production and if so, why? 

2. Will West Coast consider selling 
‘SAMBUS' as an upgrade KIT like the 
disc upgrade? 

3, Any chance of a harddisc for SAM, or 
plans to use existing dise/printer 
interfaces? I know it takes a long time to 

test and produce the required DOS but 
with BETASOFT’s great MasterDOS I'm 
sure they are ready to go ahead with 
such a project. 
Maybe it would be possible to make an 

interface that let people use their own 
standard harddisc with the SAM. 

‘The reason for this letter is my 
attempt to get a hold of SAMBUS for my 
Comms/1Meg. has failed (Instead I've got 
a Twoup) but now with DRIVER (and 
DRIVER Extras with its Clock/Calender) 
T'm ready to try getting some kind of 
SAMBUS/Clock/Calender interface. 
A comment to Mr Andrew Birkett and 

Mr Mark Sturdy: YES please, Mr Birkett 
write an article about Comms. I myself 
has access to modems and would like to 
know how to program the Comms 
interface, 

1 would like to support Mr Sturdy in 
the request for more interviews and 
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West Mail Order Division, 
Coast “/ Format Publications, 34, Bourton Road, 
Computers Gloucester, GL4 OLE. England. 

Below you will find details of the full range of SAM hardware now available. 
[race] 

| COMPUTERS - Now with extended two year warranty 
SAM élite - 512K -Single Drive. The latest computer in the SAM family. S12K ] £199.95 

ile Drive Machines now with Built-in Printer Interface. 
SAM élite - $12K - As above but with Dual Drives fitted 259.95 
SAM Coupé Special Pack 256K with external dise/printer interface. A special | £109.95 
limited offer, ideal for anyone upgrading from PLUS D as you can use your 
existing dise drive. Because these machines have been in storage for some time 
there may be some slight marks on casing but all are fully tested and guaranteed 

INTERFACES (work with both SAM élite and SAM Coupé unless otherwise stated) 
SAM Die Drive Upgrade, Have a second drive fited to your SAM élite or 
Coupé. Factory fiting and retum postage included in price. Ring 0482-$12572 
for instructions on how to return your computer 
SAM Coupé Dise Upgrade Kit -all you need to upgrade to a twin drive machine. 
Needs good soldering skills to fit. You also need de-soldering tool to remove 
fone of the connectors on the main SAM board, Comes complete with all 
instructions, components and a top quality 314" drive mechanism, 
‘SAM Coupé Dise Upgrade Kit - as above but without drive mechanism, 
External Parallel Printer Interface. (for Coupé) 
'RS232/Parallel Interface (COMMS). (for Coupé) 
| MegaByte External Memory Pack. (Needs MasterDOS to run from Basic) 
SAM Mouse System. Interface, Mouse and Software, Plugs into mouse port on 
rear of SAM, Mote and more software now works better if you use a mouse 
Extemal Disc Drive Interface and Parallel Printer Port (for Coupé) 
Internal 256K. Upgrade (for older SAMs with only 256K of memory) 
TWO allows two interfuces to be connected to SAM expansion port at same 
time. Special Offer» Save £5 if ordered at the same time as any SAM interface. 

Prices valid until Ist March 1995, E.8 OE 
Ordering: Write your order clearly on a reasonable sized piece of paper, state your name; address and phone 
number and quote your INDUG number is you are a member). Payment: Cheques and UK Postal Orders, 
should be made payable to West Coast Computers. 
Postage & Packing: Prices now include UK P&P. Overseas customers please write for quote on Insured 
Airmail Delivery Service. 

BUSINESS AS USUAL 
The problems at Blue Alpha, caused by Mark's illness, have caused slight delays but we 

are doing our very best to ensure that these do not affect our customers unduly. Alternative 
arrangement have been made for assembly work, so normal service will continue, 

We are also,making special arrangements for repairs. 
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future plans both for software and hardware (hard dise, hard disc!!) 
Yours Sincerely, Peder Laustsen. 

The SAMBUS is currently out of production, the main reason being that 
West Coast could not get the special 
Clock Chip that Bruce Gordon designed 
the board around. The TWO" was not 
launched as a replacement, although it is 
true to say that sales of the SAMBUS 
had more or less stopped by the time it 
appeared. As to the longer term, WCC do 
intend to do a clock board, possible to fit 
inside SAM. 
A hard disc interface is already in 

existence but a hard-DOS is still some 
months away. Keep reading FORMAT 
and we will let you know as soon as 
there is something worth talking about. 
Ed. 
Dear Edjtor, 
How about a compilation article with 

BEST EVER excuses for not doing things 
e.g. Holidays, Power Cuts, Thunder- 
storms and general disasters with mail, 
computers ete., 

Yours Sincerely, John Blomley. 

Dear Editor, 
I was most interested to read in this 

month's FORMAT that Bill Richardson 
had obtained an extensive supply of 
Sinclair 288 portable computers, 
together with peripherals, and is able to 
make them available at a very attractive 
price. 

I could very well be tempted, but 
before lashing out £116.33 (the price 
including VAT), I should need rather 
more information about the 288's 
‘compatibility with SAM, and I daresay 
that Spectrum users would feel the 
same. 
Can, for example, the Z88 download 

data to the SAM via the RS232 port on 
the interface? Are the appropriate cables 
readily available, either off the shelf or 

to order? And will this work on both the 
original Coupé and the new Elite (I have 
both in my Mogice)? T note that WOCs 
current advert shows the RS232%parallel 
interface as only for the Coupé. Does this 
mean that there is no serial interfacing 
available for the Elite? 

If the 288 is able to download data 
successfully to the SAM, how compatible 
is the data with existing SAM programs? 
In particular, how compatible is the data 
from the 88's built-in wordprocessor 
with current SAM programs: Secretary, 
‘Tasword, Wordmaster and SC_Word 
Pro? In the end, code is code is code, and 
provided it can be successfully 
downloaded it should be possible to write 
suitable converters to fit it in with other 

programs, 
Perhaps someone might be able to 

write a short article for FORMAT - or 
perhaps one exists in a back copy - which 
could cover these points, 

Yours Sincerely, Tony Kinch. 
280 chip, has a serial 

ilt-in and runs its own suite 
of programs for _wordprocessing, 
database, spreadsheet etc. It also uses a 
sub-set of BBC Basic, Beyond that, I look 
to some nice reader to write us an article 
with more details. Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
Re Letters, November '94, the reply to 

Mark Sturdy’s letter, You stated that 
Lerm Software was still in business, I 
can confirm that Lerm has, infact, gone 
out of business. I sent off for a catalogue 
in July but I received a note stating they 
had closed down; a shame, as I have 
tried some of their programs and they 
have come in very useful. 
Secondly, I sent off for a PLUS D 

interface a while ago, and with it came a 
catalogue of Datel's products; however, 
no Spectrum products were mentioned; 
another one leaving the Spectrum boat, 
perhaps? 
Anyway, although I am very impressed 
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with the PLUS D, it does have one minor 
problem; the edge connector is not 
carried through to allow any more 
add-ons to be connected. I would be very 
grateful if you could tell me if any 
companies still make accessories for the 
Spectrum to allow two peripherals to be 
‘connected at once. 

That's all for now. I may be 
contributing to Short Spot in the future. 

Yours Sincerely, Matthew Westcott. 
I will investigate the LERM side as 

soon as I can, in the meantime you could 
try BG Services for a two-way connector 
for your PLUS D. Ed. 
—_—$<$<$<$—$ ————_—— 

Letters may be shortened or edited to 
fit on these pages although we try to 
edit as little as possible. 
This YOUR lates page 60 ti uo 10 you tt win 

ntecesing ings. Come on. gt wing ry sucec even rectly 
{ahd compe. Just hap gs a8 Shr as You can so we 
Can tinea many as poste enh mon Pease wile Clay or 
{opm yur ears Send hemo Wows on page 9 Fax Da “Perhaps hes trying to comimunicate?™ 

KOBRAHSOFI 
Spectrum & Sam Coupé Utilities 

SAM DICE DISC UTILITY. NEW! Ver. 1.1 compatible with MasterDOS. Features READ, BAC 
RECOVER erased fileslost data, REPAIR directones, DISC CHECK, LOCK OUT bad sectors, SEARCH for 
string, RENAME files, FORMAT all or just one track. Directory listing shows HIDDEN & ERASED file - 
recovered with one key press. Read file headers. Easy to use. Price:- £14.95 on dise, plus £0.45 P&P. 
SAM Z80 MACHINE CODE COURSE, NEW! Learn how to program your SAM Coupe in machine code 
FULL. course, suitable forall, with an assembler and disasse is £0.74 P&P. 
'SP7 TAPE TO +3 DISC UTILITY. Transfer Spectrum tapes 10 +3 disc. Comes with a BEGINNER'S manu 
‘an ADVANCED user's manual and an Encrypter demo tape. Also a superb DISC CATALOGUER, Transfer 
FULL 128K programs. Includes SP7 Companion - shows how to transfer many yames. Prive:- £14.95, plus 
£0.74 P&P. 

GH Games Hacker Uily, DIN 73 DISC Management Sytem DICE +3 Die Uuliy, Spectrum 
Machine Code Course, DB2 +3 Oise Backup Uiity, +3 Diary & Filing System, SDS Tape to M/D utility, SOS Tape to Opus 
Lily, MTL MID Toolkit, SWI Tape to Wafadrive uty, C12 Sam Tape wlity, SMUI Malice Suite, SP7 Companion Vol 
2. SC7 ape backup uty Please rng for FULL details 

BACK GUARANTEE” HUY WITIT CONFIDENCE, 
UPDATES: Send old dine, tape ete, Plus “new price for latest version. 

Send cheque/P.O, to KOBRATISOFT, Dept-F, Pleasant View, Hulme Lane. 
Hulme, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs, S13 SB. 

Postage UK as above, Tiurope add £1 per item, others adil £2 per Wen, Send SAE (97x 4) for detailed FRET 
‘catalogue Pleave mark envelope "ENQUIRY' = 

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE PHONE 0782 308244, 
J VISA welcome = ph bet (24 Hr, 7 Day Service for VASE Mail Onder) ACCESS 2 phone abv 
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cy "This identical twin of your'e 
What’ he look lke?” 

SOFTWARE 
‘SAM Coupé Software On 3%" Disc 

Wordlaster Type, Heesinar Comptech disc for SAM, R.R.P. £37.50, SPECIAL READER'S BONUS « Now includes 2 axtra font packs worth £16.90 bringing the total pack value to £53.40. 
Order Code: SCD-04 Price: £24.95 
COLOUR DUMP. Screen dump software t with Epson compatbe cout prs AP E10. 
Order Code: SCD-05 Price: £5.95 

SAMSPEC SOFTWARE 
‘SAM + Spectrum versions on one disc 
(00 tack 3% oF 5 = please state on order) 

ONT LIBRARY. 100 screen fonts plus support 
software, easy to use on either computer.Special 
+3 disc available (Spectrum files only). RAP £8.95 

MONEY MANAGER, Advanced personal budgeting 
system for both machines. Spectrum version needs 
128K/+2 (not +2a or +3). RAP £15.95 
Order Code: SSD-02 Price: £9.95 

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 
Uniess oterwise iccated Ywao wre DISCIPLE PLUS 
‘Programs. Pleas sale 34" 63" ac (00 wack ry) on oder, 
ARTIST 2, Tho best art package ever written for 
tho Spectrum. 48K and 128K versions on the same 
disc. With page-maker and utility software. Full 
manual. RAP £19.95 
Order Code: SPD-01 Price: £14.95 
UTILITY DISC #1, Six of the best and most useful 
disc utlties for DISCIPLE or PLUS D. Added bonus 
program - not to be missed, RAP £9.95 
‘Order Code: SPD-02 Price: £6.95 
PCG's DIP PACK, The famous package including 
WordMaster, TypeLiner, HeadLiner. R.A.P. £37.50. 
SPECIAL READER'S BONUS - Now includes 2 
‘extra font packs worth £16.90 bringing the total 
ack value to £53.40. 
Order Code: SPD-04 Price: £24.95 
‘Special 3° disc version for +3. 

Price: £29.95 

‘SPL-SAM's Printer Intertace, A full feature paraliet 
(Centronics) printer interface. Totally compatible 
with SAM's FIOM and DOS printing routines and 
with utilty programs like FLASH, Word-processors, 
etc. Uses standard BBC type lead (see below). 
ARP £24.95 
Order Cod Pi Price: £19.95 
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READERS SERVICES 
PRINTER LEAD. Top quality paralie! printer load 
(GBC standard). 2 meters long. For use wih 
DISCIPLE, PLUS D or SAM. RAP £10.95 
Order Code: PPL-O1 Price: £7.95 
$.PRINTERLEAD. For +3 or +2a. ARP £12.95 
‘Order Code: PPL-02 Price: £9.95 
DUC LEAD For use with DISCIPLE or PLUS D. 
‘This ‘Dueling Up Cable’ allows two disc drives to be: 
attached without the need for opening one drive to 
alter its 1D. Allows you to switch drives to even out 
‘ware without opening cases. RAP £16.95 
Order Code: DUC-01 Price: £11.95 

(Other leads can be made to order 
‘ond details and SAE for quote) 

SAM COUPE TECHNICAL. MANUAL. Version 3, 
The real Inside info on SAM, No SAM is completo 
witout one, RAP £16.95 
Order Code: STM-01 Price: £12.95 

EQRMATBACK-ISSUES 
Volumes 1 and 2 are no longer available. Volumes 
3 and 4 of FORMAT aro now available only ai 
‘complete volumes. 
Order Code: FBI-V3 (Vol.3) Price: £12,00 
Order Code: FBI-V4 (Vol.4) Price: £12.00 
Al issues, from Volume 5 N? 1 to the latest issue, 
Aare stil available separately. To order just quote tho 
Volumelissue N*. Price: £1.50 each, (5 or more 
£1.25 per copy). 

FORMAT BINDERS 
Hardcover binders to protect your valuable 
magazines. Each wil hold 12 copies of FORMAT 
{or any other AS magazines or manuals). Copies 
held in place by wires that just spring out for easy 
insertion or removal. Sorry, but we can't guarantee 
a Specific colour (although we will try). 
Order Code: FMB-01 Price: £4.50 
QADERING AT prices include UK p&p, overseas 
readers ploase add 10% to for extra postage, 
‘Comty sia Order Code. Product descreton. Quanty requred 
‘and Price. Remember fo 20d any postage and dai forget your Memearship Nunber of we cai process you ore. Payne 
‘STERLING by Cheque (Sawn on a UK bar). P.O. Exo Cheaue 
‘of Cash. Mako cheques payeble to FORMAT. Payment MUST be 
In.same envelope as ctdet. Send to FORMAT's address on 
‘ope 3 Normal spac 6a the same ba as you ret ase 
{1 FORMAT, We wil rot be ad lable for delays or nan-lvery 
(48 f crcumatances eyo out coo. 


